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Abstract: We study probe corrections to the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis
(ETH) in the context of 2D CFTs with large central charge and a sparse spectrum of
low dimension operators. In particular, we focus on observables in the form of non-local
composite operators Oobs(x) = OL(x)OL(0) with hL  c. As a light probe, Oobs(x) is
constrained by ETH and satisfies 〈Oobs(x)〉hH ≈ 〈Oobs(x)〉micro for a high energy energy
eigenstate |hH〉. In the CFTs of interests, 〈Oobs(x)〉hH is related to a Heavy-Heavy-Light-
Light (HL) correlator, and can be approximated by the vacuum Virasoro block, which we
focus on computing. A sharp consequence of ETH for Oobs(x) is the so called “forbidden
singularities”, arising from the emergent thermal periodicity in imaginary time. Using the
monodromy method, we show that finite probe corrections of the form O(hL/c) drastically
alter both sides of the ETH equality, replacing each thermal singularity with a pair of
branch-cuts. Via the branch-cuts, the vacuum blocks are connected to infinitely many
additional “saddles”. We discuss and verify how such violent modification in analytic
structure leads to a natural guess for the blocks at finite c: a series of zeros that condense
into branch cuts as c→∞. We also discuss some interesting evidences connecting these to
the Stoke’s phenomena, which are non-perturbative e−c effects. As a related aspect of these
probe modifications, we also compute the Renyi-entropy Sn in high energy eigenstates on
a circle. For subsystems much larger than the thermal length, we obtain a WKB solution
to the monodromy problem, and deduce from this the entanglement spectrum.
Keywords: ETH, two dimensional CFT, virasoro block, forbidden singularities, Stoke’s
phenomena, Renyi entropy
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1 Introduction
The question of characterizing and identifying chaos in quantum systems has drawn in-
terest from many interdisciplinary directions in theoretical physics, ranging from quantum
information to black hole physics [1–5]. Classically, the notion of chaos is defined by ex-
ponential sensitivity to initial perturbations, and is closely related to non-linear dynamics.
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An isolated quantum system, on the other hand, always evolves unitarily. Despite this, an
isolated quantum system can still exhibits chaotic behavior by acting as its own thermal
bath and thermalizing small subsystems. Systems of such nature are expected to arise
from generic non-integrable dynamics. While a precise understanding of the underlying
mechanism has been lacking, there exits one concrete conjecture regarding such systems,
namely the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [6–9].
ETH states that in finitely excited energy eigenstates, a class of few-body observables
have expectation values that are close to those of micro-canonical ensembles. The difference
is negligible in the thermodynamic limit. More recently, a proposal [10] that complements
ETH (dubbed canonical universality) was made, which states that all states with sufficiently
small energy fluctuation are approximately thermal. On the other hand, an alternative
formulation of ETH (dubbed subsystem ETH) was put forward in [11], which proposed a
universal form for the subsystem reduced density matrix of finitely excited eigenstates, and
discussed its relation to the canonical/micro-canonical results. Numerical support of ETH
in terms of reduced density matrices was also found in [12].
Analytically, ETH is difficult to track in generic non-integrable systems. In special
cases however, ETH can arise from universal dynamics in a certain class of conformal field
theories (CFTs). One such example is two-dimensional CFTs with a large central charge
c and a sparse spectrum of low-lying operators. These theories are also believed to have
a weakly coupled gravity dual in AdS3 [13–15]. Via the state-operator correspondence,
observables evaluated in high energy eigenstate on a circle are conformally related to cor-
relation functions involving operators of high conformal dimensions. In two dimensional
CFTs correlation functions can be decomposed into atomic ingredients called Virasoro con-
formal blocks or conformal partial waves. They are completely fixed by kinematics (i.e.
infinite dimensional Virasoro symmetry) and play crucial roles in the progress of constrain-
ing CFTs [16–23], for example via the bootstrap program [24–26]. In the case of interest,
the vacuum Virasoro block corresponding to the identity operator dominates the sum over
partial waves, and thus encodes universal features in CFT dynamics such as entanglement
entropy [27–32] and chaotic properties [33, 34].
A general class of objects studied in CFTs take the form of 4-point correlation func-
tions. The cases most relevant for probing ETH involve the heavy-heavy-light-light (HL)
limit [29, 32, 35, 36]:
f (x, x¯) = 〈OH(0)OL (x, x¯)OL(1, 1)OH(∞)〉
∝ 〈H|OLOL|H〉 ≈ 〈OLOL〉βH
where the conformal dimensions are set such that hH/c 1, hL/c 1. A sharp signature
of ETH in this case is the “forbidden singularities” on the complex x plane. They arise
as the images of the OPE singularity due to the emergent thermal periodicity along the
imaginary time direction. They are said to be forbidden because the only true singularities
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in Euclidean correlation functions are OPE singularities. These can be precisely reproduced
from the large c vacuum Virasoro block contribution to f (x, x¯) in the HL limit. In this
case, we can view ETH as a consequence of the infinitely powerful kinematics in 2D CFTs,
whereas generically it is an extremely complex dynamical phenomena.
In this paper, we extend previous studies of ETH in the context HL correlators at large
c, focusing on the vacuum Virasoro block contributions. In particular, we move away from
the “probe limit” hL/c  1 and focus on effects characterized by small but finite probe
strength hL/c, especially how they interplay with the conformal ratio x, x¯ of the blocks
(or the separation between the OL’s). Similar limit was studied for correlators in Liouville
theory in [36]. There are a few motivations for studying such extensions. The original
statement of ETH restricts the class of observables to few-body operators that do not cause
substantial energy fluctuations, namely operators in the probe limit. Operators away from
the probe limit are not expected to observe ETH in general and specifics about the heavy
micro-states could in principle be encoded in the way they are “back-reacted” on by the
non-probe observables. However, in the cases of interest, moving away from the probe
limit of the HL correlator does not affect the dominance by the vacuum Virasoro block.
We therefore expect some universal modifications to ETH due to finite probe effects, which
are again fixed by kinematics. The general goal of this paper is to extract such universal
modifications.
On the other hand, all quantum mechanical systems (including black holes) are ex-
pected to have a discrete spectrum with finitely many degrees of freedom. While ETH
characterizes universal behaviors of chaotic systems in the thermodynamic limit, how they
exit from ETH characterizes the underlying finiteness of the systems. The most interesting
question of such nature is the black hole information paradox [37–41], in which unitary
evolution of a pure micro-state, upon forming black holes, exhibits thermal features and
thus loses information. Information loss in AdS3 black holes is directly related to the large
c HL correlators, where the heavy operator OH creates a black hole in the bulk, and for
late enough time the observable OL(t)OL(0) ∼ e−pit/βH experiences an exponential decay
by probing the black hole background. Naively such exponential decay is related to the
forbidden singularities via analytic continuation. Resolving the information paradox in
this context amounts to finding out how does finite c effects stop the exponential decay
at later time, or smoothen out the forbidden singularities [42–44]. For HL correlators,
one can organize the finite c corrections into two types, O (hL/c) or O (1/c). While the
two are indistinguishable in the probe limit, as we move away from it, there is a natural
separation between the two types. Studying the finite probe effects therefore serves as an
intermediate step, which as it turns out is also an important step towards finite c. As we
shall demonstrate, it strongly constrains the form of the resolution at finite c.
A more specific reason for moving away from the probe limit is for studying Renyi-
entropies in 2D CFTs, which directly probe the entanglement data in terms of the reduced
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density matrices. For a single interval on the circle in micro-state |H〉 they can be calculated
as 4-point functions [29, 30, 32, 45–47]:
Sn(θ) ≡ 1
1− n ln TrρH(θ)
n, TrρH(θ)
n ∝ 〈H|σn(θ)σn(0)|H〉CFTn/Zn (1.1)
where σn is the twist operator defined in the orbifolded CFT (with central charge nc)
and carry a well-defined conformal dimension hn =
nc
24
(
1− 1
n2
)
. The probe limit n → 1
is related to the entanglement entropy SEE ∝ limn→1 Sn, and satisfies ETH in the sense
that SHEE ≈ SβHEE [22, 29, 32]. This is consistent with subsystem ETH since the equality of
entanglements implies the relative entropy, comparing the two reduced density matrices,
must be small in the large c limit. However, for n > 1 it is no longer true [11, 12, 32, 48–
51] that the Renyi entropies can be matched to the naive thermal Renyi entropies. The
discrepancies is thus sensitive to more fine-grained informations about the reduced density
matrix of the pure state. Here we will view them as encoded in the non-probe effects from
the now heavy twist operators σn.
The plan of the discussion is as follows. In section 2, we review the monodromy method
that computes Virasoro blocks in the limit of infinite c, and use it to recall in the probe
limit the emergence of ETH from the HL correlators. In section 3, we propose a drastic
change in the analytic properties of the correlators by re-summing probe effects, and check
numerically using the monodromy method. In section 4, we study the other side of ETH
and show that by re-summing probe effects, a similar alteration in the analytic structure
of the correlator arises in the micro-canonical ensemble. In section 5, we switch gears and
compute the excited state Renyi-entropy for a finite arc, and extract from this features of
the entanglement spectrum of the subsystems. In section 6, using results obtained from
re-summing probe corrections, we discuss the blocks at finite c. Interesting connections to
the Stoke’s phenomena will be revealed.
2 ETH at the leading order
Before we begin, let us make explicit the thermodynamic limit taken in our context, and
the notion of ETH related to it. For doing this, let us specify the relevant scales and express
the limit in terms of dimensionless ratios. We consider 2D CFTs defined on a circle S1 of
radius L. Via radial quantization, an energy eigen-state |H〉 on S1 can be obtained from
inserting an operator OH(0) with scaling dimension hH . The energy and energy density
are given by:
E ∝ 2hH
L
, E ∝ 2hH
L2
(2.1)
One can define an effective temperature by relating it to the average energy density in a
canonical ensemble:
ET ∝ cT 2 → THL ∝
√
2hH
c
(2.2)
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where c is the central charge. At this point there are two choices for thermodynamic limit,
the one we focus on in this paper corresponds to sending c → ∞ while holding the ratio
hH/c finite. The observables we are interested in consist of non-local composite operators
Oobs ∼ OL(x)OL(0). They come with a length scale x, which we take to be fixed in the
thermodynamic limit we are taking. In this case, both x/L and βH/x are finite. As we
shall review shortly, the corresponding ETH statement:
〈Oobs〉H ≈ 〈Oobs〉micro (2.3)
was established in the probe limit hL/c → 0 [22]. Modifications to (2.3) by finite hL/c
corrections will be the key focus of this paper.
There is a different thermodynamic limit one can take, namely by sending hH →∞ but
keeping c finite. In this limit, at least one of the ratios (βH/x, x/L) needs to be vanishing.
ETH in this limit has not been established. It has been proposed that the generalized
Gibbs ensembles augmented by infinitely many KdV charges are required to capture ETH
in this case [52–56].
2.1 The monodromy method
Let us now review the monodromy method that is useful for computing the infinite c limit
of Virasoro blocks. Details of the method can be referred to in [22, 29, 57].
For general 4-point functions, we can decompose them into Virasoro blocks:
〈O1(z1)O2(z2)O3(z3)O4(z4)〉 =
∑
h,h¯
C12h,h¯C
34
h,h¯V12,34h (z1, z2, z3, z4)V¯12,34h¯ (z¯1, z¯2, z¯3, z¯4) (2.4)
where Oi are primary operators with dimensions {hi, h¯i}, and {h, h¯} label the dimensions of
the internal family. From now on we focus only on the holomorphic part V12,34h (z1, z2, z3, z4).
The monodromy method allows one to compute the block in the “semi-classical” limit:
hi =
c
6i, c → ∞, while holding fixed i. To proceed, one first solves the following second
order differential equation:
Ψ′′(z) + T (z)Ψ(z) = 0, T (z) =
∑
i
{
i
(z − zi)2 −
6
c
pi
z − zi
}
(2.5)
By conformal transformations we can always place the 4 insertions at (z1, z2, z3, z4) =
(0, x, 1,∞), so that the block is only a function of the conformal invariant “moduli” x. The
pi are called “accessory parameters”. They are not independent, but should be arranged to
make T (z) vanish as z−4 at infinity, so that the z =∞ is a regular point for the differential
equation (before sending z4 to ∞). This imposes three constraints among pi:∑
i
pi = 0,
∑
i
(pizi − i) = 0,
∑
i
(
piz
2
i − 2izi
)
= 0 (2.6)
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After solving these constraints, the system depends only on one accessary parameter p(x):
T (z) =
1
z2
+
2
(z − x)2 +
3
(1− z)2 +
∑
i i − 24
z(1− z) −
p(x)x(1− x)
z(z − x)(1− z) (2.7)
There are two linearly independent solutions {Ψ+,Ψ−}, each with 4 regular singularities
at zi. For any given x, they give rise to a monodromy structure that depends on p(x). To
compute the block V12,34h (zi), p(x) should be tuned such that the monodromy matrix M12
for any contour encircling only z1, z2 satisfies the following:
TrM12 = −2 cos (piΛh), h = c
24
(
1− Λ2h
)
(2.8)
In particular, for the Virasoro vacuum block, the monodromy is trivial: h = 0→ TrM12 =
2. The above monodromy problem defines the accessory parameter as a function p(x), the
block is then given by integrating this accessory parameter:
lim
c→∞V
12,34
h (x) = e
− c
6
f(x),
∂f(x)
∂x
= p(x) (2.9)
2.2 Forbidden singularities
Now we observe ETH by taking the HL limit:
1 = 2 = L  1, 3 = 4 = H  1 (2.10)
Via the state operator correspondence, O3,4 create the high energy “background” state,
and O1,2 are used to probe such a background state. One can then organize the solution
to the monodromy problem in expansion of the probe operator’s conformal dimension L
[22]:
Ψ±(z) = Ψ±0 (z) + LΨ
±
1 (z) + 
2
LΨ
±
2 (z) + ..., p(x) = L p0(x) + 
2
L p1(x) + ...
T (z) = T0(z) + LT1(z) + 
2
LT2(z) + ...
T0(z) =
H
(1− z)2 , T1(z) =
1
z2
+
1
(z − x)2 +
2
z(1− z) −
p0(x)x(1− x)
z(z − x)(1− z)
Tn(z) = − pn(x)x(1− x)
z(z − x)(1− z) , n ≥ 1 (2.11)
From the point of view of AdS3/CFT2, this expansion corresponds to the gravitational
back-reaction of the probe operator to the bulk geometry. The quantum corrections
O(1/cn) are not captured by the monodromy method.
In the s-channel, the correlator is dominated by the Virasoro vacuum block. The series
(2.11) can be obtained order by order by sustaining trivial monodromy around a contour
containing z = 0 and z = x. The leading order solution can be obtained straight-forwardly:
Ψ′′0(z) + T0(z)Ψ0(z) = 0→ Ψ±0 (z) = (1− z)
1±√1−4H
2 (2.12)
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which automatically satisfy the trivial monodromy condition.
The next order solution will determine the leading order accessory parameter p0(x):
Ψ
′′±
1 (z) + T0(z)Ψ
±
1 (z) = −T1(z)Ψ±0 (z) (2.13)
This is the same differential equation as (2.12), but with a known inhomogeneous source
on the right hand side. Using standard methods such as variation of parameters, one can
solve for the next order solution Ψ±1 (z), and computes the corresponding correction to the
monodromy:
δTrM0x ∼ 1− (1− x)iαH + p0(x)
[
(1− x)iαH − 1] (x− 1)− iαH [1 + (1− x)iαH ] (2.14)
where αH =
√
4H − 1. Sustaining trivial monodromy at this order solves p0(x):
p0(x) =
−1 + iαH + (1− x)iαH (1 + iαH)
(x− 1) [(1− x)iαH − 1] (2.15)
Integrating over p0(x) and fixing the integration constant by requiring the vacuum block
to agree with the short distance expansion f(x) ∼ 2L log (x) gives the leading order L
results:
V12,34vac(x) = e−
c
6
f(x), f(x) = 2L ln
(
1− (1− x)iαH
iαH
)
+L(1−iαH) ln (1− x)+O(2L) (2.16)
To check ETH, we recall the thermal two-point functions on a circle. In the high temper-
ature limit they can be approximated by those on infinite lines:
〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉β =
[
β
pi
sin
(
piτ
β
)]−2hL
(2.17)
Mapping from the cylinder (with circumference 2pi) to the complex plane by x = 1 − e−τ
and comparing with (2.16), we identify an “effective temperature” βH =
2pi
αH
. In other
words:
〈hH |OL(τ)OL(0)|hH〉 ≈ 〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉βH (2.18)
which is a manifestation of ETH. As a consequence, additional singularities emerge at
xn = 1 − e−
2pin
αH , n ∈ N, which correspond to the thermal images of the OPE singularity
at τ = 0 (see figure 1). Eventually, the exact block at finite c should only have OPE
singularities. These additional singularities are artifacts of the particular limit that is
taken, and should disappear as all corrections are considered.
3 “Resolution” by probe effects
In this section we zoom into the forbidden singularities. They emerge as a consequence
of ETH at leading order in L characterizing the probe limit, and should be resolved by
finite c effects. The resolution encodes data about how ETH is modified and eventually
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xx = 0 x = 1x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
fake singularities
ptherm(x)
 H}
⌧
true OPE singularity
⌧1
⌧2
⌧3
Figure 1. Forbidden singularites in the leading order results (left), via a conformal mapping, are
related to the thermal images of the OPE singularity (right), a sign of emergent thermality.
breaks down away from the probe limit. In principle, one can compute corrections from
both the probe corrections O(hL/c) as well as bulk loops O(1/c) order by order, and look
for clues about the resolution. However, perturbative calculations only reveal higher orders
of divergences [58–61]. This is usually an indication for re-summation. By moving away
from the probe limit and taking hL/c to be small but finite, there is a hiearchy between
probe and bulk loop corrections. It is natural to re-sum the former first. By doing this we
find that they drastically change the form of the singularities.
To understand the re-summation, recall that the accessory parameter is solved from
the monodromy equation:
TrM0x (p, L, x) = 2 (3.1)
We have taken a step back from the series expansion ansatz (2.11) and restored TrM0x
as a function of both p and L. Notice that the series expansion for p0(x) begins at the
linear order in L, so we can take itself as an independent small parameter and re-write
the monodromy equation in a double series expansion:
δTrM0x = TrM0x − 2 =
∑
m,n≥0
Gmn(x)p
mnL = 0 (3.2)
The leading order solution (2.15) is obtained by approximating (3.2) with the linear equa-
tion in p, and at the leading order in L:
δTrM0x ∼ p(x)
[
(1− x)iαH − 1] (x− 1) + L {1− iαH − (1 + iαH)(1− x)iαH} = 0 (3.3)
Away from the singularities we have p(x) ∼ L, higher power terms of p are thus more sup-
pressed. Including them together with higher power terms of L in the monodromy equation
fixes corrections to the solution of (3.3), and perturbation theory is valid. However, as one
approaches the singularities x ≈ xn, the coefficient of p(x) vanishes:
δTrM0x ∼ −αH(x− xn)p(x) + 2LαH = 0 (3.4)
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The approximating linear equation (3.3) is then degenerate, naive series expansion results
in powers of L(x− xn)−1, which is more divergent at higher orders. Perturbation theory
breaks down, and we need to re-sum the L corrections. At the level of solving the mon-
odromy equation, there is a very simple mechanism for re-summation: now that the linear
equation approximation becomes degenerate near x ≈ xn, one simply supplements it with
the next order term O(p2):
δTrM0x ∼ −bnp2 − αH(x− xn)p+ 2LαH = 0 (3.5)
From the point of view of the full monodromy equation, {xn} play no special roles, they are
just roots of the particular coefficient G10(x). Therefore, we expect that bn ≈ G20(xn) 6= 0
for generic cases, and the leading order poles at x = xn are resolved into a pair of branches:
p0(x) =
2L
x− xn ≈
p−(x), x < xnp+(x), x > xn
p±(x) =
1
2bn
(
−αH(x− xn)±
√
α2H(x− xn)2 + 8bnαHL
)
(3.6)
For the non-generic cases where G20(xn) = 0, the resolutions instead take the form of
higher order radicals. Though potentially interesting, we will not consider them in this
paper. For generic cases the divergences at the leading order poles x = xn are regularized
by p±(xn) = ±
√
2αH
bn

1/2
L , which is non-analytic in L and can only arise from an infinite
re-summation in the original L expansion. At this step, instead of forbidden poles we have
“forbidden branch-point” singularities at
x±n ≈ xn ± i
√
8bnL
αH
≈ xn ± 4iL|p(xn)| (3.7)
3.1 Additional saddles
We have seen that locally, the partial re-summation transforms the leading order poles
into branch cuts: p0(x) near xn splits into two branches p
±(x). Globally, the branching
structure raises the following question: what do the infinitely many additional branches
(one for each forbidden singularity) correspond to? To answer this, recall the monodromy
condition that computes the Virasoro block of internal dimension h:
TrM12 = −2 cos (piΛh), h = c
24
(
1− Λ2h
)
(3.8)
For each h, there are infinitely many other choices of h′ that share the same monodromy
problem, related by
Λh = Λh′ + 2n, n ∈ Z (3.9)
For the vacuum block h = 0, we have hn = − c6n(n + 1). The monodromies of these
solutions wind around n times before going back to trivial. Speculatively, they can be
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interpreted as additional “saddles” in some path-integral formulation of computing the
block, from which the monodromy problem arises as the equation of motion. We will
come back to this point in section 6 when we consider what happens at finite c. The roles
of these additional “saddles” have been discussed in [42, 43] for the late time behavior
of correlation functions and the information paradox. Here we find that these additional
“saddles” are also important for resolving the forbidden singularities. In fact, together they
form a much more elaborate object: an infinitely sheeted Riemann surface, whose details
we will describe shortly.
3.2 Numerical results
In this section, we present results for the solving the monodromy problem numerically at
small but finite L. By doing this we are effectively summing over all L corrections.
In figure 2 we generate solutions for p(x) along the real-axis 0 < x < 1. In particular,
we start near x = 0 and extend to finite x. The initial values of p(x) at x ≈ 0 are determined
by the known small x expansion of the classical conformal blocks:
pn(x) =
1
2
n(1 + n) +
n(1 + n) + 2L
x
+O(x) (3.10)
The index n labels the additional saddles related to the vacuum block: hn = − c6n(n+ 1),
with n = 0 being the vacuum block. For n ≥ 1, hn < 0, and thus they should not be taken
as physical intermediate states. We see that the leading order result ptherm(x) splits into
c0(x)
c1(x)
c2(x)
ctherm(x)
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
x
-30
-20
-10
0
10
p0(x)
p1(x)
p2(x)
ptherm(x)
Figure 2. Solutions (H = 36, L = 5 ∗ 10−3) for the accessory parameter pn(x) for n = 0, 1, 2
(solid), compared against the leading order in O(L) result p0(x) = ptherm(x) that exhibits thermal
singularities.
infinitely many branches pn(x) corresponding to the additional saddles. One can check
that near each forbidden singularity xn, pn−1(x) and pn(x) behave exactly like the two
square-root branches predicted by the naive quadratic solutions in (3.6).
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We verify the existence of the branch-points suggested in (3.6) by tracking pn−1(x)
around some tiny circles x = x±n + eiθ, θ ∈ (0, 2pi) centered about the predicted branch
points x±n = xn ± 4iL|pn−1(xn)| . Non-trivial monodromies (figure 3) are detected around these
branch points.
Arg[c0(θ)/c0(0)]-1 1 2 3 4 θ
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
rg (p0(✓)/p (0)) Arg[c1(θ)/c1(0)]-1 1 2 3 4 θ
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
r (p1(✓)/p1(0)) Arg[c2(θ)/c2(0)]-1 1 2 3 4 θ
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
A (p2(✓)/p2(0))
Figure 3. Examples of the monodromy of pn−1(x) around the branch point above the forbidden
singularities: x+n = xn + i
4L
|pn−1(xn)| for n = 1, 2, 3
3.3 Global structure
We now comment the global structure of the semi-classical vacuum block V(x), or the
associated accessory parameter p(x), on the complex x-plane. The picture we draw is based
solely on the “quadratic” resolution discussed above. Admittedly there are additional global
subtleties in the full solutions that come from with the higher order terms of the monodromy
equation. We will not discuss them in this paper. We have seen that after summing over
all O (L) corrections, each forbidden singularity is “resolved” by a pair of branch points.
Furthermore, we can identify an infinite number of additional saddles pn(x) with winding
number n, which are sewn together across the branch cuts {p0(x)→ p1(x)→ p2(x)→ ...}
in a way that resembles a one-sided “chain”. All together they form an infinite-sheeted
Riemann surface that we denote as Mp (see figure 4).
To be more specific, let us describe in more detail the resulting analytic structure on
Mp. Starting near x = 0 on the first sheet that corresponds to true vacuum block p0(x),
we can approach the first forbidden singularity by taking x → x1. As one gets closer we
to x1 we will “discover” its resolution into two branch points. If we choose to go beyond
x1 by staying close to the real axis, we remain on the same sheet, and there are no more
forbidden singularities to be resolved on that sheet beyond x1; however, if we choose to go
around one of the branch points (say by moving above the branch point in the upper-half-
plane), we enter the second sheet that corresponds to the additional saddle p1(x).
1 Similar
to what happens on the sheet p0(x), we can approach the second forbidden singularity x2
on this sheet, and there are no other forbidden singularities to be resolved beyond x2 if we
1We caution the readers that the branch-cuts and multi-sheeted structure discussed here are related to
the Euclidean region. They arise as artifacts of the semi-classical limit c→∞ and one should not confuse
them with analytic continuation into late Lorentzian time.
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Figure 4. After the re-summation of probe corrections, the leading order forbidden thermal poles
are “resolved” into a series of branch-cuts. Through them a chain of additional saddles pn(x) are
sewn together, and form an infinite Riemann surface Mp.
choose to stay close the real axis and remain on the same sheet; otherwise we enter the
third sheet p2(x), and so on. In other words, only two consecutive forbidden singularities
(or more precisely, their resolutions) are visible on each particular sheet (except the first
sheet p0(x), where only one is visible). Naively one might have hoped that the resolution of
forbidden singularities would result in an array of smoothened “bumps” while still keeping
p(x) ≈ ptherm(x) along the way. After re-summing the probe effects, we see that this
corresponds to crossing all the branch cuts, and the additional saddles play important
roles in reproducing this.
4 Probe effects in micro-canonical ensembles
In the last section, we studied the probe corrections to the leading order ETH results:
〈E|OL(τ)OL(0)|E〉 ≈ 〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉βE (4.1)
We found that re-summing probe corrections transforms each forbidden “thermal” poles
at τn = nβE into a pair of branch-point singularities at τ = τ
±
n .
In this section, we show that such modification is respected by ETH. By this we mean
that similar modification emerges from probe corrections to the RHS of ETH. Naively the
finite temperature two-point functions are characterized by images of the OPE singularity
along imaginary time, due to thermal periodicity. However, let us recall that it is actually
the micro-canonical ensemble that ETH predicts to approximate the high-energy pure state.
We will see that the probe corrections cause the micro-canonical result to differ form the
canonical result in a way that parallels what we found in the previous section.
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4.1 Canonical to micro-canonical ensemble
In the thermodynamic limit, the distinction between the canonical and micro-canonical
ensemble vanishes, and one can approximate the micro-canonical ensemble by a canonical
ensemble with a effective temperature β = βE .
Let us first recall how this happens. The micro-canonical observable 〈O〉microE is com-
puted by summing over eigen-states ψ whose energies lie in a thin energy shell (E,E+δE):
〈O〉microE = N(E)−1
∑
ψ
〈O〉ψ, E ≤ H(ψ) ≤ E + δE (4.2)
The counter-part in the canonical ensemble at temperature β is computed by a weighted
sum over all states:
〈O〉β = Z(β)−1
∑
ψ
e−βH(ψ)〈O〉ψ, Z(β) =
∑
ψ
e−βH(ψ) (4.3)
In the thermodynamic limit we have E = cE , c → ∞ with E finite. One can replace the
discrete sum over states by an integral over a continuous distribution of states, with a
density of states ρ(E) ∝ ecs(E):
〈O〉β = Z(β)−1
∫
dEe−c[βE−s(E)]〈O〉microE (4.4)
The “probe limit” in this case corresponds to 〈O〉microE ∝ eO(1), which then simply factors
out in the saddle-point approximation:
〈O〉β ∼ e−c[βE∗−s(E∗)]Z(β)−1〈O〉microE∗ , s′(E∗) = β (4.5)
where e−c[βE∗−s(E∗)] is precisely the saddle point approximation for Z(β), therefore we
arrive at the equivalence between the canonical and micro-canonical ensembles:
〈O〉β ≈ 〈O〉microE∗ (4.6)
4.2 finite probe corrections
To go beyond the probe limit, we take the observable to scale exponentially with c:
〈O〉microE ∼ ecf(E), f(E) 1. The saddle point will be corrected by solving instead
s′ (E∗) + f ′ (E∗) = β (4.7)
We study such corrections for the case of observable being the composite operator: O =
OL(τ)OL(0) with hL = c6L. The canonical ensemble results are given by two-point func-
tions on a torus. Again in the high temperature limit we can approximate by those on
infinite lines, which are fixed by conformal symmetries:
〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉β =
(
β
pi
sin
(
piτ
β
))−2hL
(4.8)
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From this we can compute the micro-canonical two-point function by an inverse-Laplace
transform:
ρ(E)〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉microE =
∫ Γ+i∞
Γ−i∞
dβ ecβE Z(β)〈O(τ)O(0)〉β (4.9)
where the vertical contour Γ should be placed to the right of any singularity of the integrand.
For illustration we work in CFTs with a gravity dual, where in the high temperature phase
of Hawking-page transition we have:
Z(β) = e
pi2c
6β , ρ(E) = e2pic
√
E
6 (4.10)
Therefore the goal is to evaluate:
〈O(τ)O(0)〉microE =
∫ Γ+i∞
Γ+i∞
dβ exp
{
c
(
βE + pi
2
6β
− L
3
log
(
sin
(
piτ
β
)
β
pi
))}
(4.11)
We can proceed with the saddle point approximation as before, and solve for
E − pi
2
6β2∗
− L
3β∗
+
L
3
cot
(
piτ
β∗
)
piτ
β2∗
= 0 (4.12)
In the probe limit L → 0, the saddle point is given by βthermal(E) = pi/
√
6E , and we
recover the equivalence between micro-canonical and thermal two-point functions:
〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉microE = 〈OL(τ)OL(0)〉βthermal(E) (4.13)
Beyond the probe limit we need to include the L “back-reaction” to the saddle-point
calculation. As shown in figure 5, the probe corrections introduce infinitely many pairs
of additional saddles as well as singularities, located near βn =
τ
n , n ∈ Z. Recall that to
extract the dominant contribution, the contour Γ needs to be positioned to the right of
all singularities, this fixes the dominant saddle to always be the right-most one. As we
vary τ , the position of the additional-saddles move. When τ < βthermal(E), the dominant
saddle is approximately βthermal(E) + O(L), receiving only perturbative corrections. In
particular the micro-canonical two-point function is still approximated by the thermal
two-point function. However, as τ crosses βthermal(E), the dominant saddle is replaced
by a new one that is completely driven by the probe correction terms, and therefore is
strongly τ -dependent. From this point on the micro-canonical two-point function ceases to
be approximated by the thermal one.
Effectively, the probe back-reaction modifies the saddle point in such a way that the
divergence at the thermal pole τ = βthermal in the canonical two-point function is rendered
finite. Technically, this is achieved by always having the new saddle (now strongly τ
dependent) satisfy β∗ > τ . In addition, a branch-cut structure analogous to what we found
in the last section from the monodromy problem also emerges (see figure 6), connecting
different saddles that the probe term introduces.
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Figure 5. plots of the saddle-point equation H − pi2β2 − 2Lβ + 2L cot
(
piτ
β
)
piτ
β2 as a function of
β, for L = 10
−1, H = 6E = 36. Left: for τ < βthermal(E), the dominant saddle agrees well with
βthermal(E) (grey line); Right: for τ > βthermal, the dominant saddle is replaced by a τ -dependent
new one.
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Figure 6. Monodromy for the dominant saddle β (τ(θ)) (right) as we trace a contour (left) sur-
rounding the a branch point near the thermal pole τ = pi√H ≈ 0.52 for H = 36, L = 10−2. A
symmetric branch point exists in the lower half complex τ -plane.
Next we present some numerical calculations of 〈O(τ)O(0)〉microH in the saddle-point
approximation c→∞ by tracing through the τ -dependent saddles β∗(H , L, τ). To place
the results in the context of ETH, we want to compare them with the excited-state calcu-
lations done in the last section using the monodromy method. For this reason we translate
the results into the form of an “accessory parameter” p(H , L, x), where
p(H , L, x) =
∂f(H , L, x)
∂x
, 〈O(x)O(0)〉microH = e−
c
6
f(H ,L,x), τ = − log (1− x) (4.14)
In figure 7 we plot the corresponding p(x) from tracing through different saddles in
performing the inverse-Laplace transformation. Along imaginary time (real τ), the domi-
nant saddle gives the micro-canonical result. The sub-dominant saddles are analogous to
the additional saddles that arise in solving the monodromy problem. In particular, to-
gether they form a piece-wise resolution of the thermal singularities in a way that mimic
the monodromy result figure 2. Into the complex τ plane, these saddles switch dominances
and are connected via the branch-cuts.
We see that the drastic transformation in the analytic structure of the vacuum Virasoro
block introduced by the probe corrections are reproduced in the micro-canonical ensemble.
In this sense, ETH does not suffer from a qualitative breakdown away from the probe limit.
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Figure 7. Plots of p(H = 36, L = 10
−3, x) from various saddles (solid) of the inverse-Laplace
transformationt; compared against the canonical result (dashed).
Notice that the change in the analytic structure takes place for arbitrarily small but finite
hL/c. The fact that both sides of the ETH equality undergo the same qualitative change
makes it plausible that the mismatch between 〈Oobs〉H and 〈Oobs〉micro, if any, should vanish
smoothly as the probe hL/c → 0. We should check this expectation with a quantitative
comparison. In figure 8 we plot the accessory parameter from the micro-canonical result
against that of the excited state result, picking for the same set of parameters. Surprisingly,
even for L as small as 10
−3 the two develop a significant deviation from each other after
the thermal length scale. In fact, we make the interesting observation (see figure 9) that
the excited state accessory parameters approach a limit curve beyond the thermal length
scale as L decreases; and the same is true for the micro-canonical ensemble. Therefore,
the deviation shown in figure 8 does not diminish as one decrease L further. This is
puzzling and we do not have a good explanation for it. One possible issue here is that
the monodromy calculation computes the block on a circle. However, in computing the
micro-canonical result, we have used the universal 〈O(τ)O(0)〉β on an infinite line, though
in the high energy/temperature limit, one would not expect the distinction between circle
and infinite lines to enter. We leave checking the corresponding calculations on a circle to
future work.
5 Renyi entropy for finite subsystem
In this section we switch gear and study Renyi-entropies in CFTs on a 2pi circle.2 Via the
replica trick we can compute the excited state n-th Renyi entropy for a single interval [0, θ]
as a two-point function of twist operators σn in the orbifolded CFT with central charge nc:
Sn =
1
1− n ln trρ
n
H , trρ
n
H = 〈σn(θ)σn(0)〉hH ∼ 〈σn(0)σn(x)OH(1)OH(∞)〉 (5.1)
2We thank Tom Hartman and Tarun Grover for early collaboration on some of the results in this section.
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Figure 8. Plots of p(H = 36, L = 10
−3, x). Blue is the micro-canonical ensemble results; purple
is the result from the monodromy calculation.
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Figure 9. Limiting curves for p(x) from the excited state (left) and micro-canonical ensemble
(right), as one L varies from 10
−1 down to 10−4.
which is a HL correlator with conformal ratio x = 1−eiθ, and the twist operator is taken to
be “light” with scaling dimension hn =
nc
24
(
1− 1
n2
)
. Working in a large c holographic like
CFTs the result is approximated by the Virasoro vacuum block. For n > 1 we move beyond
the probe limit. Previous work has computed the short distance expansions of the vacuum
blocks for n > 1, and found them to differ from the thermal results [11, 46, 48, 49]. Having
observed the interplay between probe effects and probe separations in previous sections,
we extend the short distance expansions and compute Renyi-entropies for finite interval
size (but not exceeding half of total system). In this section we will mostly compare to the
more standard thermodynamic limit which is achieved by sending H →∞ (although our
results also require taking c→∞ first.) Analytic expressions for Renyi entropies in similar
regimes were proposed in [62] for more generic systems using ergodicity arguments.
To proceed, it is easier to perform a conformal transformation z → 1− eiθ/2+τ and at
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the same time re-scale ψ(τ) = (∂zτ(z))
−1/2 ψ (z), mapping the corresponding monodromy
problem onto the cylinder, see figure 10:
−ψ′′(τ) + (V (τ)− E)ψ(τ) = 0
V (τ) =
L sin (θ/2)
2
(cos (θ/2)− cosh τ)2 +
pθ sin (θ/2)
cos (θ/2)− cosh τ , E = H −
1
4
(5.2)
where the new accessory parameter pθ is related to px by pθ = ipxe
iθ. The monodromy
problem (5.2) takes the form of a Schrodinger equation along the real τ axis (corresponding
to the original Euclidean time).
z = 0 z = 1
z = x
✓
z
⌧ !1
⌧ !  1OL
OL
OH
✓
⌧
OL(⌧ = 0) OL(⌧ = 0)
OH(⌧ =  1)
OH(⌧ =1)
Figure 10. conformal mapping from the monodrompy problem (left) to a scattering problem
(right)
5.1 Monodromy and reflectionless scattering
For the vacuum block, trivial monodromy is to be imposed around a contour encircling
either z = (0, x) or z = (1,∞), which are mapped to either τ = (−iθ/2, iθ/2) or τ =
(−∞,∞). In (5.2), trivial monodromy around τ = ±∞ is equivalent to imposing no-
reflection condition for a wave with energy E = H − 14 scattering over the potential V (τ).
To see this, expand the solution ψ(τ) near τ = ±∞ (since V (±∞) = 0) into plane-
waves:
ψ(τ) ≈ eikτ +Re−ikτ , τ → −∞
ψ(τ) ≈ Teikτ , τ →∞
where k =
√
E. From these we can write the connection matrix between τ = ±∞ in the
plane-waves basis of each point as
C∞ =
[
T−1 RT−1(
RT−1
)∗ (
T−1
)∗
]
(5.3)
Going around infinity picks up a phase for each plane wave:
Dk =
(
e−2pik 0
0 e2pik
)
(5.4)
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The monodromy is thus given by
M = C∞DkC−1∞ D
−1
k =
 1−|R|2e4pik1−|R|2 RT 2 (1− e−4pik)(
R
T 2
)∗ (
1− e−4pik) 1−|R|2e4pik
1−|R|2
 (5.5)
From this it is evident that trivial monodromy is attained by forcing zero-reflection R = 0.
We can therefore solve the monodromy problem by determining the condition under which
the scattering coefficients of the Schrodinger equation (5.2) has zero reflection.
5.2 WKB analysis
For high energy micro-states with H  1, E > V (τ) for all real τ , therefore classically
there is no reflection. Naively one might thus expect that R = 0 for all choice of the
accessory parameter pθ. However, through the Stoke’s phenomena (see Appendix A for
a brief summary), quantum mechanically there could be an exponentially small reflection
coefficient, analogous to the tunneling rate in the case of under-scattering E < V (τ)max.
It is this exponentially small R that we aim to identify and tune to zero.
In the limit of E  1, we can do a WKB analysis of Schrodinger’s equation by
identifying the Stoke’s and anti-Stoke’s curves. In the over-scattering case (E > V (τ)max),
there are 4 turning points {τi} on the imaginary τ axis, defined by V (τi) = E.
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Figure 11. Stoke’s and anti-Stoke’s curves
Let’s denote the right-moving and left-moving asymptotic solutions by
ψ± ∼ e±ikτ ∼ e±i
∫ τ√E−V (τ ′)dτ ′ (5.6)
To compute the reflection coefficient R, we start from the right-moving solution ψ+ in the
region τ → ∞. We then continue the solution to the region τ → −∞. Through Stoke’s
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phenomena, each time we cross a Stoke’s curve γi, a discontinuity is generated [63]:
ψid → ψid + ie−2Wψis, ψis → ψis (5.7)
where ψid/s denotes the solution that increases/decreases exponentially along the Stoke’s
curve γi. The weight W = i
∫ τi
t0
√
E − V (t)dt is given by the integral from the correspond-
ing turning point τi to the crossing point t0 on the real axis.
In the case where the two turning points τi,j are connected by an anti-Stoke’s curve
(so that φij =
∫ τi
τj
√
E − V (t)dt is real), there is a relative phase e2iφij between the Stoke’s
phenomena at τi and τj . φij in general depends on the accessory parameter pθ. By tuning
the interference such that the left-moving solution ψ−(τ) generated from crossing all Stoke’s
curves cancel out, we solve the accessory parameter.
From figure 11 we identify two pairs of turning points: (a, b) and (c, d), that are
connected by anti-Stoke’s curves. However, it turns out that the Stoke’s phenomena is
dominated by only (a, b). To see this explicitly, we need to first resolve the degeneracy of
the Stoke’s curves (degeneracy refers to the fact that some turning points are connected by
Stoke’s curves, which is due to the symmetry of the configuration) by giving the energy E
a tiny negative imaginary part: E → E − i. This tilts the Stoke’s curves, which are now
all semi-infinite (see figure 12). We can therefore follow the standard procedure to cross
each Stoke’s curve. Carefully tracing through all of them, one can check that:
ψ∞+ (τ)→ ψ−∞+ (τ) + e−2W
(
1 + e2iφab
)
ψ−∞− (τ) +O
(
e−4W
)
, W ∼ O(H) (5.8)
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Figure 12. Resolved Stoke’s curves (on the first sheet)
It implies that the dominant Stoke’s phenomena takes place between a and b, while
the effects from the other two turning points are further suppressed by O (e−2W ) and thus
negligible. Notice that due to the pole singularity of V at τ = iθ/2, which we did not take
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into account in the above analysis, the zero-reflection condition R = 0 is not simply given
by 1 + e2iφab = 0. A more refined analysis is needed to obtain the correct answer, which
we give in the next subsection.
5.3 Stoke’s phenomenon and Whittaker’s functions
Based on the above analysis, we can compute the reflection coefficient R by zooming
near the cluster of turning points and poles (a, b, iθ/2). To do this, define the coordinate
τ = iθ/2 + iy/
√
4H , and re-scale pˆθ = 2pθ/
√
H . When H  1, one can approximate the
Schrodinger’s equation for y  √H :
∂2yψ +
(
−1
4
+
pˆθ
y
+
L
y2
)
ψ = 0 (5.9)
Corrections to (5.9) are controlled by O (y/√H). Since the cluster of turning points and
pole in y coordinate are (a, b, iθ/2) ∝
(
2pˆθ ± 2
√
pˆ2θ + L, 0
)
, which are withinO(1) √H ,
we can trust that (5.9) captures the full Stoke’s phenomena from (a, b, iθ/2) accurately. A
generic solution to (5.9) can be expressed explicitly in terms of the Whittaker’s functions:
ψ(y) = C1M
(
pˆθ,−1
2
√
1− 4L, y
)
+ C2W
(
pˆθ,−1
2
√
1− 4L, y
)
(5.10)
Equivalent we can rearrange ψ(y) into a sum of two functions {P (y), Q(y)} having definite
asymptotics:
ψ(y) = C+P (y) + C−Q(y), P (y) ∼ e−y/2ypˆθ , Q(y) ∼ ey/2y−pˆθ , Re(y) > 0 (5.11)
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Figure 13. Stoke’s phenomenon for the Whittaker functions
The Stoke’s phenomenon for the Whittaker function has been investigated in [63]. The
corresponding Stokes or anti-Stokes curves are Arg(y) = npi or (n+ 1/2)pi respectively (see
figure 13). The right-moving solution ψ∞+ (τ) ∼ eikτ , τ → ∞ corresponds to P (y) in the
region 0 < Arg(y) < pi/2, which is the sub-dominant mode. To obtain the reflected wave
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ψ−∞− (τ) ∼ Q(y), analytically continue P (y) anti-clockwise all the way into 3pi/2 < Arg(y).
Crossing the Arg(y) = pi/2 anti-Stokes curve makes P (y) the dominant mode; crossing the
Stokes curve Arg(y) = pi generates the reflected mode proportional to the Stoke’s constant,
which has been worked out in [63]:
P (y)→ P (y) + TQ(y), T = 2piie
2piipˆθ
Γ
(
1
2 − 12
√
1− 4L − pˆθ
)
Γ
(
1
2 +
1
2
√
1− 4L − pˆθ
) (5.12)
crossing the Arg(y) = 3pi/2 anti-Stokes curve switches dominance between P (y) and Q(y).
We therefore conclude that to achieve the reflection-less condition T ∼ R = 0, pˆθ should
be tuned to hit one of the poles in the Gamma functions:3
pˆθ =
1
2
± 1
2
√
1− 4L + k, k = 0,−1,−2... (5.13)
For the computation of Renyi entropy, L =
1
4
(
1− 1
n2
)
, matching the correct n → 1
behavior fixes k = 0 and picks the minus sign in (5.13). We have thus obtained the WKB
solution to the associated monodromy problem:
pθ =
√
H
(
1− 1
n
)
(5.14)
5.4 Entanglement spectrum
The WKB solution (5.14) to the monodromy problem implies that the (vacuum subtracted)
excited Renyi entropy for an arc of extension θ on a 2pi circle takes the form:
TrρnH(θ) = exp
(
−cn
6
∫
pθdθ
)
= exp
[
pic
6βH
(1− n)θ
]
Sn(θ) =
1
1− n ln Trρ
n
H(θ) =
pic
6βH
θ (5.15)
where βH = pi/
√
H is the effective temperature of the excited state |H〉. This is different
from the high temperature (i.e. effectively on an infinite line) thermal result for n > 1:
Trρnβ(θ) = exp
[
−cn
12
(
1− 1
n2
)
ln
(
β
pi
sinh
(
piθ
β
))]
≈ exp
[
pic
6β
(
1
n
− n
)
θ
]
, θ  β (5.16)
For θ  βH , the short distance expansion was found to be different between the
excited state and thermal Renyi-entropies at sub-leading orders in the limit of c→∞. By
numerically solving the relevant monodromy problem, we indeed obtain an interpolation
between the short distance behavior for θ  βH (which is close to the thermal result) and
the WKB prediction for θ  βH (figure 14).
3Surprisingly these solutions are very similar to the late time solutions found in [43].
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Figure 14. Comparison between the WKB prediction, high temperature thermal behavior and
numerical result for limc→∞ 6cS
′
n(θ), with n = 4, and H = 2000. The gray verticle line marks the
thermal scale λH = 1/
√
H .
We can extract from (5.15) the spectrum of modular energies:
TrρnH(θ) =
∑
i
die
−nEi ≈
∫
dEeS(E)e−nE = exp
[
pic
6βH
(1− n)θ
]
(5.17)
where {Ei} is the set of eigenvalues for the modular Hamiltonian KˆH(θ) ∝ − log ρH(θ) and
{di} are the degeneracies. In the thermodynamic limit one can bin it into a continuous
distribution eS(E). Our result is consistent with an entanglement spectrum that is strongly
peaked at E∗ ∼ picθ6βH with density of states exp (E∗). We conclude that to good accuracy in
this thermodynamic limit the entanglement spectrum is flat.
To extract the range of validity for the WKB result (5.14), we simply plug it back to
(5.2), and require that the resulting Schrodinger problem be of the over-scattering type,
i.e. V (τ) E for all −∞ < τ <∞. It is easy to derive from this:
pθ +
√
p2θ + 4LE
2L
 sin
(
θ
2
)
1− cos ( θ2) (5.18)
In the limit H  1, this reduces to θ  1/√H ∼ λT , where λT is the thermal wavelength.
It complements the regime θ  λT where the short distance expansion is valid.
One possible caveat is that for the high energy micro-state Renyi entropies with n >
1, the corresponding “all-heavy” correlation functions are not necessarily dominated by
the universal virasoro vacuum block we computed here.4 See for example [64], which
corresponds to replacing both OH and OL by the heavy twist operator σn=3. In principle
there could be a theory-specific critical n∗ above which the vacuum block approximation
is no longer valid. We cannot rigorously rule out such possibilities. However, the flatness
of the entanglement spectrum, the main feature of our result, is relevant for the high
temperature regime and valid for n not far from n = 1. We expect both limits to be away
from the possible low temperature (large n) instabilities that yield the non-universalities.
4We thank Alex Belin for pointing this out.
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6 Finite c resolution
Finally we discuss the vacuum block for the HL correlator at finite c. We have seen that
re-summing the L corrections to all orders regularizes the accessory parameter p(x) at
the forbidden singularities, while giving rise to a pair of branch-cuts close to the thermal
poles. Via the branch-cuts, infinitely many saddles that solve the monodromy problem
with different winding numbers are stitched together, they form a Riemann surface Mp.
Of course at finite c, the block is analytic away from the OPE singularities, and the branch-
cuts should eventually disappear after summing back all finite c corrections.
There are in general two ingredients for the resolution of branch-cuts. At the local
level, the finite c corrections smoothen-out the discontinuities across the branch cuts; at
the global level, the finite c corrections single out a particular way that Mp pinch off,
and become disconnected. We will look at both aspects in this section. In particular,
we use the Zamolodchikov recursion relation to perform a high-order q expansion, which
re-sums all finite c corrections. Using the numerical results, we first investigate the local
aspects of the resolution. After that, we study the global aspect of the resolution. We
will see interesting roles played by the non-perturbative effects in c, manifested by Stoke’s
phenomena. Numerical work of similar nature was done in [44], which also explored the
late time behavior and found interesting power-law tails universal in all blocks.
6.1 Local resolution
We begin with the local resolution. To get some intuition, we ask the reverse question: how
would branch-cuts in the accessory parameter p(x) ∼ ∂xV(x,c)V(x,c) emerge as the c → ∞ limit
of the analytic vacuum block V(x, c). The most natural possibility is that at finite c, the
accessory parameter p(x) possesses a series of poles that become more and more densely
packed as we increase c. In the limit of c→∞, they condense and form a branch-cut. For
analytic V(x, c), the only possible poles for the accessory parameter p(x) are those with
integer residues, they correspond to zeros of the block V(x, c).
Following this, we propose that at finite c, there are series of zeros {xi} for the vacuum
block V(xi, c) = 0. Furthermore, these zeros become increasingly dense as we increase c,
and in the limit c→∞ coalesce into lines that match the branch-cuts in the semi-classical
picture.
We confirm such a picture numerically. Effective computations for generic finite c
blocks have been limited apart from the Zamolodchikov’s recursion relations [65, 66], which
is briefly summarized in Appendix B. We adopt a brute-force approach by solving Zamolod-
chikov’s recursion relation to high enough order in q-expansion, whose coefficients contain
all finite c corrections. The goal is to make the domain of convergence large enough to
reveal the “forbidden branch-cut” singularities. A formal solution to the recursion relation
was worked out in [59]. Here we simply use the recursion relation and write a mathematica
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code to generate the coefficient list to a few hundred orders.5
6.1.1 Numerical results
We compute the vacuum block by generating the q-series coefficients for c = 1000, H =
36, L = 5 ∗ 10−2 to 800 order. To investigate the local resolution we start by focusing on
the neighborhood of the first forbidden singularity x0 = 1− e
− 2pi√
4H−1 ≈ 0.41.
We found that in agreement with the prediction, the vacuum block at finite c has a
series of zeros along a path that coincides with the semi-classical branch-cuts. In figure 15
we plot the modulus of the block |V(x, c)| along such a path.
|ℱ(z)|
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Figure 15. modulus of the finite c vacuum block |V(x, c)| along a path on the complex x plane
that connects the zeros
To visualize the resolution taking place, we also plot the finite c accessory parameter
p(x) ∼ ∂xV(x,c)V(x,c) , and compare it with semi-classical result obtained via the monodromy
method. To see the analytic structure, we plot both the real and imaginary parts of p(x)
(figure 16) on a region close to the first forbidden singularity in the complex x-plane.
We see that the finite c corrections fix a particular direction for the branch-cuts, along
which they are resolved into series of poles. One can also numerically integrate around the
poles to compute the residues, which are found to be all unity: 12pii
∮
dx p(x) = 1, implying
that the zeros in the vacuum block are of order one.
6.2 Global resolution
Next we discuss what happens globally to the infinite-sheeted Riemann surface Mp. This
manifold arose from solving the monodromy problem, so let us take a step back and re-
consider the monodromy equation. In fact we would like to draw an analogy between
5During the work, a code with very similar approach has been developed and published in [44].
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Figure 16. real (upper left) and imaginary (lower left) part of p(x) computed semi-classically using
the monodromy method; real (upper right) and imaginary (lower right) part of p(x) computed using
the recursive series expansion
the monodromy equation and the WKB solution to a linear differential equation. This is
explicitly true for blocks involving degenerate operators, so we begin with them. These
blocks satisfy linear differential equations whose order ` depend on the indices of the
degenerate operators: ∑`
k=0
hk(c, x)∂
k
xV(x) = 0 (6.1)
At each order k, the coefficient scales as hk(c, x) ∼
(
c
6
)1−k
gk(x), gk(x) ∼ O(1). Substitute
the ansatz V(x) = exp [− c6f(x)], at leading order in large c the equation becomes algebraic
in terms of the “accessory parameter” p(x) ≈ ∂xf(x):
n∑
k=0
gk(x)p(x)
k = 0 (6.2)
This is a polynomial equation with ` branches. They correspond to the (finitely many)
different fusion channels of the degenerate operators. The WKB solution to the differential
equation is then given in terms of the accessory parameter:
V(x) ≈ exp
[
− c
6
∫ x
dx′ p(x′)
]
(6.3)
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One can imagine that for a physical block, instead of a finite order differential equation,
it satisfies an infinite order differential equation whose exact nature is unknown to us at
the moment. The polynomial equation for the accessory parameter cx is then replaced by
the monodromy equation, in the form of a “transcendental” equation with infinitely many
branches. The branches correspond to the additional “saddles” we have seen.
At this point, it is very tempting to associate the branch-points we have identified with
the turning points of the WKB solutions, just as in section 5. From them one can locate
the Stokes and anti-Stokes curves. In terms of the accessory parameters, they correspond
to trajectories of x such that:
Im
∫ x
pn(x
′)dx′ = Im
∫ x
pm(x
′)dx′, Re
∫ x
pn(x
′)dx′ = Re
∫ x
pm(x
′)dx′ (6.4)
for distinct branches n 6= m.
The prediction for the global resolution ofMp, based on the analogy proposed between
the monodromy problem and the WKB solution, is as follows. The way in which adjacent
sheets ofMp pinch off near a forbidden branch cut is determined by working out the Stokes
phenomena for the participating WKB solutions near the corresponding turning point. In
particular, this implies a concrete prediction for the locations of the resolved branch-cuts,
or the poles/zeros in the accessory parameters/blocks: the anti-Stokes curves. The semi-
classical discontinuities of pn(x) are due to exchange of the dominant WKB saddles for
Vn(x) across the anti-Stokes curves. Along the curves, participating WKB saddles become
oscillatory and produce the series of zeros we observe.
6.2.1 Stoke’s phenomena
By studying blocks involving degenerate operators, the authors in [42] discussed a form of
“universal resolution” near the forbidden singularity xn:
V(x) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dp p2cL−1e−p(x−xn)−
σ2
4cαH
p2
(6.5)
which solves the second order differential equation:
σ2
2c
V ′′(x) + αH(x− xn)V ′(x)− 2αHcLV(x) = 0 (6.6)
Based on the analogy proposed, this effectively performs the quadratic resolution near
xn for the accessory parameter. As discussed in section 3, there are two branch-points
x±n = xn ± 2iσ
√
L
αH
, we could view them as turning points for the Stoke’s phenomena.6
The quadratic resolution allows us to identify the Stokes and anti-Stokes curves near each
point. Label a ray from x±n by θ±: x±(r) = x±n + reiθ
±
, the Stokes and anti-Stokes curves
6The “forbidden” branch-cuts discussed here are somewhat obscure in [42], as they remained in the
probe limit: hL ∼ O(1) while organizing finite c corrections.
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emerge from x±n as rays with:
θ+anti−stokes =
{
pi
6
,
5pi
6
,
3pi
2
}
, θ+stokes =
{
−pi
6
,
pi
2
,
7pi
6
}
θ−anti−stokes =
{
−pi
6
,
7pi
6
,
pi
2
}
, θ−stokes =
{
pi
6
,
3pi
2
,
5pi
6
}
To check this prediction, in figure 17 we plot the finite c accessory parameters pvac(x)
and p1(x) associated with the vacuum block and the first “unphysical” block near the
first forbidden singularity x0. Semi-classically they are connected by a pair of branch cuts
close to x0. At finite c, we see that the location of the poles align approximately with
the predicted anti-Stokes curves in (6.7). Furthermore, the pattern for which anti-Stoke’s
curve show up as a series of poles is also consistent with the underlying Stoke’s phenomena
between the two WKB solutions.
Figure 17. Accessory parameters associated with the exact blocks at finite c. Left: real part of
pvac(x); right: real part of p1(x). Red curves are the anti-Stokes rays predicted in (6.7). Parameters
used: c = 1000, L = 1/200, H = 36, branch points at x
±
0 ≈ 0.405± 0.035i
Using (6.6) one can analytically capture the essence of the Stoke’s phenomena near x0.
The participating blocks are Vvac and V1. There is no forbidden singularity to the left of
x0, where we can extract the asymptotic behaviors from the semi-classical results:
Vvac(x) ∝ exp
[
− c
6
∫ x
p−(x′)dx′
]
, V1(x) ∝ exp
[
− c
6
∫ x
p+(x
′)dx′
]
(6.7)
Solutions to (6.6) are confluent hypergeometric functions of the first kind. We fix the linear
combinations by matching (6.7). In figure 18 we plot the real parts of the corresponding
accessory parameters p˜vac(x) and p˜1(x), they capture the essential features of the exact
results in figure 17.
6.2.2 Numerical results
The Stoke’s phenomena involving the remaining “unphysical” blocks Vn(x), n > 1 are
more complicated. Naively one needs to take into account the interplay between more
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Figure 18. Left: real part of p˜vac(x); right: real part of p˜1(x). Parameters used: c = 10, L =
1/10, αH = 1, σ = 1
than one clusters of turning points for each pair of “adjacent” blocks. The “universal”
local approximation proposed in the last section 6.2.1 may not be adequate for capturing
all the Stoke’s phenomena. Therefore we resort again to numerical works for revealing
what happens there.
For this purpose we need to significantly improve the range of convergence for the
numerical series expansion. It was observed in [44] that optimal convergence happens near
the “boundary” of the HL kinematic limit: for moderately heavy state H ∼ O(1) ≥ 1/4
as well as moderately large c. For such choices the forbidden singularities are too densely
packed near x = 1. To dilute them we plot the results in the q-plane, the natural variable
in the Zamolodchikov’s recursion relation.
Figure 19. Real parts of the finite c accessory parameters pvac(q) and pn(q) for n = 1, ..., 5, on the
complex q-plane. Parameters used: c = 60, L = 1/10, H = 2. Red dots qi are locations for the
forbidden singularities in the q-plane.
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In figure 19 we plot on the complex q-plane the real parts of the finite c accessory
parameters pvac(q) and pn(q) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. A few observations can be made regarding
the Stoke’s phenomena. Firstly, for each block, only one cluster of anti-Stokes curves are
visible, which seems to differ from the semi-classical picture for Mp that two pairs of
forbidden branch-cuts are present on each sheet n ≥ 1. Secondly, there are cases (e.g.
n = 2, 4) where the cluster of anti-Stokes curves are not close to any forbidden singularity
qi. Both observations suggest that the complete Stoke’s phenomena associated with the
vacuum block and its associated “unphysical” blocks are not simply described by a chain of
local “universal” Stoke’s phenomena proposed in section 6.2.1. The full Stoke’s geometry
could be much more complicated. In fact, it was pointed in [67–70] that for higher order
(> 2) differential equations, there are new complications. For example, not all Stokes curves
emanate from the turning points (which could be related to our second observation), and
that Stokes curves can be partially inactive (which could be related to our first observation).
Clearly much more work is required to understand these patterns, we leave them for future
investigations.
A more interesting observation is the following. For all the “unphysical” blocks we
have examined, pn(q) collapses onto pvac(q) after going through the Stoke’s phenomena
(see figure 20). This is again in conflict with the semi-classical picture that pn(q) should
be connected with pn±1(q) across via the forbidden branch-cuts on Mp. In addition,
the monodromy problems for the physical non-vacuum blocks Vh(q) of positive internal
dimensions h ∝ c → ∞ (but below the BTZ black hole threshold c ≤ c/24) should have
similar features as the vacuum block: “forbidden” singularities resolved into “forbidden”
branch-cuts connecting additional “saddles”. There should be Stoke’s phenomena for them
as well. We have checked a few such physical non-vaccum blocks, interestingly the collapse
onto the same pvac(x) also happens for them. It implies that all blocks seem to have a
universal outcome of the Stoke’s phenomena in terms of the accessory parameters. In
other words they are all dominated by a universal WKB saddle beyond the anti-Stokes
curves. This observation, if true, would have very interesting and useful implications for
many other computations. We will pursue these in future works.
7 Discussion
In this paper, we studied probe corrections to ETH in 2D CFTs, focusing on observables
in the form of non-local composite operators Oobs ∼ OL(x)OL(0). In large central charge
CFTs with a spectral gap, expectation values of these observables can be approximated
by the Virasoro vacuum blocks. A sharp feature of ETH is the emergence of “forbidden
singularities” along the imaginary time direction of x. They arise already at the level of
Virasoro vacuum blocks. By considering probe corrections in the monodromy problem,
which computes the block in the c → ∞ limit, we identified a mechanism to regulate the
divergences at the forbidden singularities. The mechanism is non-perturbative in nature,
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Figure 20. Left: plots of pvac(q) and pn(q) for n = 1, ..., 5 on the real q-axis. Right: semi-classical
results in section 3.3 (different parameters picked) for qualitative comparison.
and gives rise to “forbidden branch-cuts” near the resolved singularities. We found that by
crossing these branch-cuts, the vacuum block is connected to other “unphysical” blocks of
negative conformal dimensions, which can be interpreted as additional saddles that solve
the same monodromy equation but with different winding numbers. Though apparently
drastic, the alterations in the analytic structure does not indicate a violent breakdown of
ETH:
〈OL(x)OL(0)〉ψH ≈ 〈OL(x)OL(0)〉micro (7.1)
Analogous alterations also arise on the RHS by considering probe corrections to the micro-
canonical ensemble in the same limit. In the saddle point approximation for the inverse
Laplace transform which relates the canonical and micro-canonical ensembles, the probe
effects modify the saddles in a way that reproduces many features of the LHS of (7.1).
With this said, the two sides do seem to exhibit quantitative deviations even for L  1,
especially for separations x greater than the thermal scale. This discrepancy poses a puzzle
that needs to be clarified in future work.
It turns out that the probe corrections are crucial for understanding what happens
at finite c, especially for the resolution of forbidden singularities. Having obtained the
partial resolution into the “forbidden branch-cuts”, one is very naturally led to the correct
guess: a series of zeros for V(x) that become more densely packed as c increases, whose
condensation at c→∞ reproduce the forbidden branch-cuts in the accessory parameters.
This was verified numerically.
Such condensation of zeros also arise in other contexts. For example, phase transi-
tions of Lee-Yang type [71] are accompanied by condensations of zeros in the partition
functions. A special case that might bare some connections to the present work is the
modular invariant partition function of pure quantum gravity in AdS3 [72]. In the future,
it would be interesting to obtain a better understanding of the properties of zeros (density,
distributions, etc) as well as their physical implications at the level of Virasoro blocks.
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An analogy between the monodromy problem and the WKB solutions to an infinite or-
der differential equation was discussed. Led by this analogy, we found very strong evidence
for the Stoke’s phenomena taking place at the level of vacuum block and the associated
“unphysical” blocks. The locations for the series of zeros correspond to the anti-Stokes
curves. It would be extremely interesting to make this analogy more concrete in the fu-
ture. What is the object that plays the role of the infinite order differential equation?
Speculatively, one way to achieve this is by mapping the Virasoro block calculation into a
well-defined quantum mechanical problem with a path-integral representation. The object
we seek could be the corresponding equation of motion (or the Schrodinger’s equation),
and many non-perturbative effects such as the Stoke’s phenomena we have observed will
then have clear interpretations. Some fruitful efforts along this direction has been initiated
in [73]. We leave these fascinating questions for future investigations.
The numerical studies in [44] identified universal late time behaviors Vh(t) ∝ t−3/2 for
all Virasoro blocks. In terms of the accessory parameters, it implies that ph(t) become all
identical beyond some onset time. This is analogous to what we are finding for arbitrary
blocks: they all collapse onto the same pvac(x) beyond the anti-Stokes curves. In this
aspect, it seems to suggest some connection between the two phenomena. Recall that via
radial quantization, the real time trajectories are given by x(t) ∝ 1 − reit. Technically
one can smear the operator OL(x) to make r < 1, so as to regulate the periodic OPE
singularity. Naively, one might argue that the late time behaviors of the blocks are obtained
by going through the physical branch cut starting from x = 1 many times, reaching out
to some distant Lorentzian sheet of x; while the forbidden singularities take place only
on the first/Euclidean sheet. It is not clear how the two can be related. However, once
we partially resolve the thermal poles in p(x) into extended “forbidden branch-cuts”, in
principle they can cross the physical branch-cut and extend into the late time Lorentzian
sheets (see figure 21).
x late time
forbidden singularity
Euclidean sheet
physical branch cut
x = 0 x = 1 x = 1x = 0
x late time
Euclidean sheet
“forbidden” branch cut   (forward in time)
“forbidden” branch cut   (back in time)
Figure 21. Left: forbidden singularity separated from the late time. Right: “forbidden” branch-cut
can potentially reach the late time.
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As discussed before, the trajectory of the “forbidden branch cut”s are fixed at finite
c along the anti-Stokes curves. Indeed we demonstrate explicitly that they do extend into
the late time. To see this we present results on the q-plane, whose unit-disc contains all
Lorentzian-sheets of the x-plane. For reference in figure 22 we provide a visual map between
the x-sheets and the q-plane.
q
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physical branch cut
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Figure 22. Mapping between the q-plane and the (Lorentzian sheets of) x-plane. Left: contours
of constant |x| circles on the q plane; right: contours of constant |x − 1| circles on the q plane.
Green lines correspond to the physical branch-cuts from x = 1 to x = ∞ in the original x-plane,
distinct Lorentzian sheets in the x-plane are mapped to disjoint regions in the q-plane bounded by
the green lines.
The results are plotted in figure 23. We see that on the q-plane, the resolved branch-
cuts (anti-Stokes curves) consisting of poles (zeros) for p(q)(V(q)) keep crossing the physical
branch-cuts, indicating their extensions into the late times. Furthermore, the transition
from the exponential decay V(t) ∝ e−2piTHhLt to the late time behavior V(t) ∝ t−3/2 found
in [44] is precisely due to the real-time trajectory q(t) crossing the resolved branch-cut.
From a physical point of view, both the exponential decay and the forbidden singularities
are consequences/manifestations of the emergent thermal behavior, and thus are related
by the underlying ETH dynamics. It is natural that the late time exit from exponential
decay and the resolutions of the forbidden singularities are connected.7 The intermediate
step of re-summing all probe corrections is crucial for revealing such a connection.
It is worth pointing out that similar transitions into the t−3/2 behavior following early
exponential decay e−αt were also observed in computing the spectral form factors |Z(β +
it)|, both for BTZ black holes [75] and for the SYK models [74]. In particular for BTZ
black holes, transitions into the power-law behavior for |Z(β + it)| are accompanied by
oscillatory “ripples”, representing the re-shuffling of the dominant modular image related
to the vacuum character. In fact, it seems that similar “ripples” with an t−3/2 envelope
can emerge for the block by going to the late time while staying on the anti-Stoke’s curve
7However, the ultra-late time transitions at t ∼ eS may not be accessible at the level of individual blocks,
as observed in [44]. In principle they are related to the discreteness of the full spectrum, see also [74, 75].
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Figure 23. Left: real-time behavior of the vacuum block, with a marked late-time transition from
thermal exponential decay to a power-law behavior. Right: corresponding trajectory q(t) on q-plane
(blue and red dashed lines) with transition point marked, against the density plot of the accessory
parameter pvac(q), gray lines are the physical branch-cuts at x = 1. Transition point coincides with
the intersction between q(t) and the resolved branch-cut, which is now a string of poles (zeros) in
pvac(q)(Vvac(q)). Parameters used: c = 30, hH = 5, hL = 1/2.
(figure 24). Technically this requires that the smearing factor for the trajectory to be
time-dependent: x(t) = 1 − r(t)eit. A set of universal features seem to be present in
different contexts. However, the underlying mechanisms are quite different. For example,
the power-law slope for the SYK model can be derived from the 1-loop Schwarzian effective
action, and thus only encode perturbative 1/N effects; while for the blocks it is from the
Stoke’s phenomena and are non-perturbative in c. The “ripples” in |Z(β + it)| for BTZ
black holes encode many saddle exchanges; while those for the blocks are only related to
a single anti-Stokes curve. Understanding the connections and distinctions between such
ubiquitous phenomena in the different contexts is definitely worth future investigations.
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Figure 24. Left: trajectory for x(t) = 1 − r(t)eit in the q-plane, passing through the poles/zeros
for p(q)/V(q). Right: plot of ln |V(x(t))|, with an early exponential decay followed by “ripples” of
approximately t−3/2 envelope. Parameters used: c = 30, hH = 5, hL = 1/2.
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In this work, we also computed the excited-state renyi-entropy Sn(θ) on a circle. This
is done by studying the same monodromy problem in a slightly different kinematic setting.
For sufficiently high energy and subsystem size λT  θ ≤ 12 , where the short-distance
expansion is not useful, we obtained a WKB solution to the monodromy problem: Sn(θ) =
pic
6βH
θ.
It is illuminating to compare our results with those of [11] and [62], which suggests
based on general ergodicity argument that:
SAn (ρA) =
1
1− n log
 ∑EA eSA(EA)+nSA¯(E−EA)(∑
EA
eSA(EA)+SA¯(E−EA)
)n
 (7.2)
where eSA,A¯(E) are the subsystem density of states. Furthermore, it is argued that SAn is a
convex(concave) function of VA/V for n > 1(n < 1). While our results seem to suggest that
Sn(θ) is linear for all n (and for VA/V < 1/2), taking into account the full interpolating
solution at finite energy does introduce curvatures that agrees with the convexity/concavity
constraints of [62] (see figure 14).
In the future, it may be fruitful to zoom into the cross-over region between the short-
distance limit θ  λT and the WKB limit θ  λT . They are crucial for understanding
the curvature as a function of VA/V . Interestingly the corresponding monodromy problem,
which features irregular singular points, is mathematically related to computing scattering
amplitudes in black hole spacetimes [76].
On the other hand, the n-dependence seems to differ from the general formula (7.2).
For finite subsystem in the thermodynamic limit, one can use the saddle-point approxi-
mations to evaluate both the numerator and denominator. In general, the numerator is
peaked at E∗A(n) that is n-dependent, for example by substituting the Cardy’s formula for
eSA,A¯(E). However, our n-independent result implies that both the numerator and denom-
inator are peaked at the same value E∗A(n = 1). Intuitively one can understand the offset
between E∗A(n 6= 1) and E∗A(n = 1) as coming from the width of spreading near the peak
of the spectrum for the reduced density matrix ρA. The fact that there is no offset in our
result indicates that the subsystem has energy fluctuations that are suppressed compared
to the thermal expectation [12]:
∆E2A ∝ cV T 2
VAVA¯
VA + VA¯
∝ cT 2(TL)θ(2pi − θ) (7.3)
where cV is the specific heat per volume. For small subsystem θ  1, ∆E2A proportional
to the volume VA = Lθ. In fact, there is a clear distinction between the entanglement
spectrum implied by our result and by (7.2). Although both are controlled by the same
saddle point when computing Sn=1, the former suggests a strong peak in the entanglement
spectrum itself; while the later features a continuous distribution in entanglement spectrum
with density:
d (SA¯ (EA¯)) ∝ eSA(E−EA¯) (7.4)
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The suppression in subsystem energy fluctuation can be seen explicitly by noting that for
primary states |H〉 ∝ OH |0〉, which our result concerns, one can compute the fluctuations
in the subsystem energy:
Eθ ∝
∫ θ
0
dφ [TL(φ) + TR(φ)] ∝ L0 + L¯0 +
∑
k 6=1
2 sin
(
kθ
2
)
k
[
e−
ikθ
2 Lk + e
ikθ
2 L¯k
]
(7.5)
where we have written the unit step function Θ (0 < φ < θ) on the circle as an infinite sum
over its Fourier modes. For primary states, the energy fluctuation is
〈∆E2θ 〉H ∝ cT 2H log
[
1− cos θ
1− cos δ
]
(7.6)
where TH ∝
√
H/c and the cutoff δ is introduced to round off the sharp edges in the step
function. One can interpret this as saying that the energy fluctuations only comes from the
edges and is not extensive over the subsystem. This is consistent with the n-independence
of our result. Primary states are special (yet generic at high energies) infinitely symmetric
states for which not only total energies, but also local energy densities are conserved.8
It is therefore not surprising that the subsystem energy fluctuations only come from the
boundaries. This fact is then related to the infinite number of extra conserved charges that
exist in any CFT, the KdV charges [54]. These charges should be properly accounted for
by comparing to a Generalized Gibbs Ensemble [51, 56] in order to account for the correct
energy fluctuations. The expectation value of the KdV charges take particular values for
primary states and different values for descendent states. For descendent states |K,H〉 at
level K above the primary state |H〉, the subsystem fluctuations can exhibits a rich variety
of behaviors. For K,H  1 one can compute in the two extreme case |K1〉 ∝ L−1...L−1|H〉
and |K2〉 ∝ L−K |H〉:
〈∆E2θ 〉K2 = 〈∆E2θ 〉H +O
(
K0
)
〈∆E2θ 〉K1 = 〈∆E2θ 〉H +
K2
8
θ(2pi − θ) (7.7)
For example by taking K ∼ H, one can get descendent states whose subsystem energy
fluctuations range from only boundary-dependent (e.g. |K1〉) to super-volume depen-
dent ∝ (cTL)2 (e.g. |K2〉). This is a special feature of 2D CFTs, and special exten-
sions/generalizations of ETH may be needed to fully capture the chaotic dynamics in these
theories. It would be very interesting to explore these in the future.
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A Stoke’s phenomena
In this appendix we briefly summarize some basic ingredients of the Stoke’s phenomena.
For simplicity, suppose we are computing some observable in a (-1) dimensional quantum
mechanical model (finite-dimensional integral):
Z(k) =
∫
dxi eI(x
i,k) (A.1)
In the limit where a saddle point approximation is valid, one only needs to consider small
neighborhoods around the critical points qim(k), which depends on the external parameter
k, and m denotes the discrete number of them. For each critical point, one can identify
the germs of the local “downward” flow (i.e. Re(I) decreases along the flow), whose
number equals the number of negative eigenvalues for the second derivative matrix Kij =
d2Re(I)
dxidxj
|qi . The submanifold traced out by following all possible downward flow defines
the so-called Lefshitz thimble Jq associated with qi, provided that the “downward” flows
do not terminate on another critical point p. Loosely speaking Jq are building blocks of
integration contours where the integral is convergent:
Z(k)q ≡
∫
Jq
dxieI(x
i,k) <∞ (A.2)
When the above critierion fails, namely for values of external parameter k such that
there exists pairs of critical points q and p that are connected by some “downward” flow,
then the integral is ambiguous up to Stoke’s phenomena. Assuming that the action I(x)
is a holomorphic function of complex x, one can show that the imaginary part of I(x) is
conserved along the flow. Therefore Stoke’s phenomena happens when there are critical
points q and p with equal imaginary part of the action:
Im [I(q, k)] = Im [I(p, k)] (A.3)
Trajectories of k where this happen constitute the so-called Stokes curves. In particu-
lar, assume that Re [I(p, k)] > Re [I(q, k)], by crossing such a line, the Lefshitz thimble
associated with Jp undergoes a shift, while that of Jq remains the same:
Jp → Jp ± Jq, Jq → Jq (A.4)
In other words, by crossing the Stokes curves, the dominant saddle receives a sub-dominant
correction, while the sub-dominant saddle remains the same. One can also define anti-
Stokes curves as trajectories of k such that
Re [I(q, k)] = Re [I(p, k)] (A.5)
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Along the anti-Stokes curves both saddles become comparable. Stokes and anti-Stokes
curves intersect at points where I(q, k) = I(p, k), and we call these the turning points.
B Zamolodchikov’s recursion relation
We briefly summarize Zamolodchikov’s recursion relation. A convenient representation of
the conformal block at central charge c with external dimension {hi} and internal dimension
hp is given by:
V(c, hi, hp, x) = (16q)hp−
c−1
24 x
c−1
24 (1− x) c−124 −h2−h3θ3(q)
c−1
2
−4∑i hiH(c, hi, hp, q)
q = eipiτ , τ = i
K(1− x)
K(x)
, θ3(q) =
∞∑
n=−∞
qn
2
(B.1)
, where K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and θ3(q) is the Jacobi theta
function. Zamolodchikov proposed the following recursion relation:
H(c, hi, hp, q) = 1 +
∞∑
m≥1,n≥1
(16q)mn Rˆmn(c, hi)
hp − hp,mn(c) H(c, hi, hp,mn +mn, q)
hp,mn(c) =
1
4
(n2 − 1)t(c) + 1
4
(m2 − 1) 1
t(c)
− 1
2
(mn− 1)
t(c) = 1 +
1
12
(
1− c±
√
(1− c)(25− c)
)
Rˆmn(c, hi) = −1
2
∏
j,k
(
λ2 + λ1 − λjk2
)(
λ2 − λ1 − λjk2
)(
λ3 + λ4 − λjk2
)(
λ3 − λ4 − λjk2
)
∏
a,b λab
i = −m+ 1,−m+ 3, ...,m− 3,m− 1; j = −n+ 1,−n+ 3, ..., n− 3, n− 1
−m+ 1 ≤ a ≤ m, −n+ 1 ≤ b ≤ n, (a, b) 6= (0, 0), (a, b) 6= (m,n)
λi =
√
hi +
1− c
24
, λpq =
1√
24
{
(p+ q)
√
1− c+ (p− q)√25− c} (B.2)
, from which one can obtain a recursion relation for the coefficients of q-series expansion
H(c, hi, hp, q) =
∑∞
N=0HN (c, hi, hp)q
N :
H`(c, hi, hp) =
∑
mn≤`−1
(16)mnRˆmn(c, hi)
H`−mn(c, hi, hp,mn +mn)
hp − hp,mn , H0(c, hi, hp,mn+mn) = 1
(B.3)
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